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REGIONAL TOPOGRAPHIC RISES ON VENUS: GEOLOGY OF WESTERN EISTLA REGIO, BETA 
REGIO, ANT ATLA REGIO, D. A. Senske, Department of Geological Sciences, Box 1846, Brown Universiry, 
Providence, RI 02912. 

Regional topographic rises on Venus, Western Eistla Regio, Beta Regio, and Atla Regio, are broad 
domal uplands (2000 km x 2000 km or greater), reach elevations of up to 2.0 km above the surrounding plains, contain rift 
valleys which converge on large edifices, and contain numerous small volcanic centers (1). The geophysical characteristics 
of these highlands show them to have apparent depths of compensation (ADC) in excess of 200 km (2,3,4). In this paper, 
we examine the geology of these areas in order to establish the different stages in their evolution and to evaluate 
mechanisms for their formation. 

Western Eistla R e d o  is rhombic shaped in plan view (3200 km x 2000 km), rises to an elevation of 1.4 km 
(referenced to 6051.0 km), and contains the 3.4 km and 4.6 km high volcanoes Sif Mons and Gula Mons. To the southeast 

, of Gula is a distinct topographic trough which corresponds to the rift valley Guor Linea A variety of geologic units have 
been mapped on Western Eistla (Fig. la), the most abundant being dark plains, interpreted to be associated with widesp~ead 
lava flooding and mottled plains which contain numerous small shields (1). Superposed on these plains are lava flows from 
Sif and Gula Sif is a single peak while Gula is made up of a number of volcanic centers. On the basis of cross-cutting and 
embayment relations there appears to be an age progression from oldest to youngest between a volcanic center (Nissaba), a 
corona (Idev-Kuva) and Gula Mons (Fig. la) (1). To the west of Gula, some of the lava flows from Sif are controlled by 
Nissaba, flowing to the north and west, indicating that they postdate Nissaba A clear age relation between Sif and Gula has 
not yet been establish, but some of the lava flows from Sif appear to postdate those at Gula Six additional volcanic centers 
which lie on the outer flanks of the regional topographic rise are also identified. Tectonic features mapped at Western Eistla 
include tesserae, fault scarps associated with zones of extension, and sinuous ridges arrayed in a pattern that parallels the 
region of elevated topography. On the basis of their low relief, their sinuosity, and their similarity to mare wrinkle ridges, 
these ridges are interpreted to be compressional in origin. Analysis of geophysical data suggests an ADC for Western 
Eistla of approximately 200 km (2). 

The evaluation of models to explain the formation of this region must take into account, 1) the irregular outline of 
topography, 2) the large ADC, 3) the pervasive and widespread volcanism, 4) the array of volcanic features other than Sif 
and Gula, 5) the extensional features, and 6) the sinuous ridges in the lowlying surrounding plains. In order to account for 
the large ADC we interpret Western Eistla to have formed over a region of mantle upwelling or a plume. The sequence of 
events as constrained by the geology suggests that a plume rises from depth and uplifts topography. Melting in the plume 
results in widespread early stage volcanism such as that associated with some the the dark plains and early stage deposits at 
Sif and Gula In its later stage, constructional volcanism forms the large edifices. As the plume wanes, viscous relaxation 
of topography may result in compressional deformation in the surrounding low lands such as that associated with the 
sinuous ridges. This simple model however, does not explain the multiple centers of volcanism and suggests more of a 
circular uplift in plan view as opposed to the irregular outline. Variations on the plume hypothesis suggest that at a later 
time a second, separate, upwelling rises from depth. This model suggests a possible age progression h m  east to west as 
loosely indicated by the deposition of some of the lava deposits from Sif and Gula and may account for some of the 
complexity in topography as the plumes impinge on the upper lithosphere at different times. Also, secondary upwellings 
may occur as a plume stalls as it reaches the more viscous upper lithosphere (5) which may account for the array of volcanic 
features separate from Sif and Gula. 

Beta Re~io .  The largest of the regional rises is Beta Regio (Fig. Ib). This highland contains three rifts converging 
on the large volcano Theia Mons and areally extensive regions of tessera (1,6,7,8,9). The tesserae are fragmented, 
embayed by plains, cross-cut by faulting and interpreted as stratigraphically one of the oldest units in this region. Dark 
plains containing numerous small shields cover the area between Theia and the tessera Restricted mainly to the northern 
part of the region are coronae that are connected by faults and fractures forming chains. To the north of Theia Mom is Rhea 
Mons which has previous been interpreted to be a volcano on the basis of its elevation, surrounding radar bright deposits 
and a radar dark oval area at its summit (6,7). The Magellan data show Rhea to be extremely deformed, associated with an 
adjacent area of tessera with no evidence of flanking volcanic deposits. If it is a volcano, it must have formed early in the 
history of the region with its volcanic deposits having been modified by deformation forming the tesserae and rifting. If it 
is not a volcano, then large edifice formation is restricted only to Theia Mom. 

On the basis of the analysis of both A r m i  and Magellan data, we suggest a model of formation which incorporates a 
mantle plume to account for the large apparent depth of compensation (ADC > 300 km) (4) and to explain the stratigraphic 
relations between the plains, tessera, Theia Mons, and rifting at Beta (8). In this model, the region is suggested to initially 
be made up of tessera extending from the west to the east and is interpreted as an area of thickened crust as has been 
suggested for other regions of tessera. As a plume rises from depth, it uplifts part of the tessera, resulting in faulting, 
fragmentation, and early plains volcanism. As the region evolves, large m i c e  construction at Theia and rift formation 
bring the region to its present configuration with blocks of tessera lying on the distal eastern and western flanks of the 
highland. 

A k R f g h  is a tectonically complex upland that is similar to Beta in that it is made up of three major rifts (Ganis, 
Dali, and Parga Chasma) that converge at O u a  Mons along with two additional less distinct rifts that add to the complexity 
of the region (Fig. lc). Like the other highlands, the regional geology shows Atla to contain abundant radar-dark plains 
along with edifices lying at the point where the rifts converge. Unlike Beta, tessera is not a major unit at Alta, making it  
more like Western Eistla in this respect. Coronae are distributed exclusively on the eastern flank and are restricted to the 
rifts, suggesting the possible presence of areas of upwelling along zones of extension. In general this area is dominated by 
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the large edifices and plains and on the basis of relations between the different units and the large ADC (-200 km) (3) is 
interpreted to have formed by mantle upwelling. 

Conclusions. The regional topographic rises are distinct in that they all contain large edifices on the crest of each 
highland. In all three locations the volcanoes are associated with rifting. The edifices centered at converging rifts at Beta 
and Atla are similar m their smcture and morphology. Although they are similar in their associations between rifting and 
large edifices, they vary in the abundance and distribution of tessera and coronae. In all locations tessera is 
stratigraphically the oldest unit, with it forming a major unit at Beta and only a minor unit at the other two areas. AU three 
highlands contain coronae, but its distribution differs. Coronae at Western Eistla appear to cut across the highland, while 
those at Beta are distributed mainly around the northern flank, skirting the region of highest topography and at Atla, 
coronae are found exclusive within zones of extension on the eastern flank. When comparing these different highlands, it 
appears that their detailed characteristics may be controlled by local geology. That is, tesserae are abundant at Beta because 
a region of upwelling has disrupted a preexisting area of tesserae while at Western Eistla a plume has resulted in the uplift of 
plains. We are continuing to examine these areas in detail in order to better assess the relations between mantle plumes, 
large-scale volcanism, and rifting. 
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Figure 1. (a) Western Eistla Regio, Sif Mons, Gula Mons, Nissaba, and Idev-Kuva are labelled "S", "G", "N", and "I-K. 
(b) Beta Regio. Theia Mons is labelled 'T". (c) Atla Regio, O m  Mom, Maat Mons, and Sapas Mons are labelled "O", "M", 
and "S". A 
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